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Chapter 1521: Demonic Gods 

Boom! 

The booming sound continued to be heard throughout the Northern Wilderness Hill while beams of light 

ribbons shot out from the upside-down bronze coffins. The lights intertwined and formed an incredible 

array in the sky above the Northern Wilderness Hill. 

The enormous array looked flimsy. However, the array was brewing strength that could strike fear into 

anyone. Even the later-stage Divine Grade Sovereigns would be afraid of that kind of power. A thin layer 

of light appeared in the sky and loomed over the Northern Wilderness Hill just like a rapidly-forming, 

strong, and powerful shield. 

In the Great Thousand Palace, Qin Tian stood up and lifted his chin. His gaze seemed to penetrate the 

palace, and he saw the flimsy array above the Northern Wilderness Hill. Everyone heard Qin Tian’s deep, 

loud voice as he commanded, “Distribute the manpower around the various bronze coffins and inject all 

your spiritual energy into them!” 

As his voice faded, he swung his robe. Everyone, including Mu Chen, saw a change in the environment 

before them. They all landed on the coffins. At that moment, they were surrounded by a vast, black 

land. Every bronze coffin was stuck to the ground like a nail and had a figure on it. 

Mu Chen sat on one of the coffins with his legs crossed. He looked up with a solemn expression and 

stared at the flimsy, gigantic array just above his head. Mu Chen sensed the power that was brewing 

within the array. A small amount of that power could make the spiritual energy within his body quiver. 

“That kind of power has already gone beyond the Divine Grade level…” Mu Chen muttered. 

This Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array had been created using the Immortal Emperor’s life and 

contained superb power that was mysterious and unpredictable. The oppression it gave off was so 

daunting that it was beyond what words could describe. 

“What kind of power is that?” While Mu Chen was observing the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon 

Array, Qin Tian also showed up on the coffin that was right in the middle of that black land. He, too, was 

staring hard at the enormous array. 

The majestic power within the array was weakening. That was because the Great Thousand Exterminate 

Demon Array was about to complete a round of rotation. The moment the rotation was completed, the 

entire group of people had to inject a vast amount of spiritual energy immediately to circulate the array 

once again. When the last rotation was completed, it would completely wipe out the Heavenly Evil 

Deity’s vitality. 

The glow that was looming over the entire Northern Wilderness Hill was getting weaker. After 

approximately 15 minutes, the spiritual light in the sky went out completely. 

Boom! 
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The earth began to shake violently, and huge cracks started to form on the ground without stopping. 

Clouds of demonic aura escaped from the cracks like spiraling smoke. As soon as the clouds of demonic 

aura surfaced, the entire land fell into darkness. The spiritual energy in every corner of the universe 

where the demonic aura swept through was polluted and eroded. 

A Heavenly Sovereign who was careless with his position was blown off of a coffin by the demonic aura. 

He did not even have time to scream before he was reduced to black powder and vanished with the 

wind. Everyone, including Mu Chen, had a drastic change in their expressions. They had not expected 

that the demonic aura would be so domineering to such an extent. 

Roar! 

A low bellow came out from the deepest area of the ground. They all stared at the deep, dark cracks 

with their eyes focused on the thing within. They could see a pair of vague and extremely evil eyes 

looking back at them from the ground with daunting killing aura. As they stared at that pair of evil eyes, 

they could feel a chill coming up from their feet straight to their head. 

At this time, Qin Tian’s loud warning came like a sudden thunder that woke everyone up. “Take note of 

the spiritual energy and circulate the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array! We must not let the 

Heavenly Evil Deity escape from the seal!” 

All the Heavenly Sovereigns redoubled their focus. Without any hesitation, they circulated their vast 

spiritual energy around their bodies and transformed them into currents. Powerful spiritual energy 

began to stream non-stop into the bronze coffin under their legs. 

Weng! 

With the help of the Heavenly Sovereigns, the bronze coffins suddenly gave off dazzling brightness. 

Spiritual light swept through the land and encompassed every corner in the Northern Wilderness Hill 

within a short period. Like a layer of netting, it covered the ground and sealed off the leaks that gave off 

the daunting demonic aura. 

Dong! 

The endless demonic aura bashed against the net of light without stopping causing the earth to shake 

violently. However, the demonic aura remained trapped by that net. 

Qin Tian looked stern and exchanged gazes with the Green Shirt Sword Saint and the Undying Lord. 

Suddenly, a vast amount of spiritual energy gathered behind the three of them forming three giant 

Sovereign Celestial Bodies. 

A massive figure with a golden wheel in its hand was standing behind Qin Tian. Spiritual energy 

surrounded the enormous figure and stars were engraved on the body. It was ranked ninth on the List of 

99 Sovereign Celestial Bodies – The Heavenly Wheel Demon Exterminating Body! 

Instead of a human figure, a huge sword emitting a green glow was standing behind the Green Shirt 

Sword Saint. The sword was vibrating, emanating a vast amount of sword aura that almost tore the sky 

apart. It was ranked tenth on the List of 99 Sovereign Celestial Bodies – The Green Sword Abstruse Body! 



Behind the Undying Lord stood a figure that was holding onto an enormous staff. Death aura circled 

around its body with the presence of vitality and the mix of vitality and death brought about an endless 

mysterious vibe. This body was ranked twelfth on the List of 99 Sovereign Celestial Bodies – The Undying 

Celestial Body! 

At this time, none of the three later-stage Divine Grade Sovereigns would dare to reserve their strength. 

Boom! 

Endless vast spiritual energy poured out and was injected into the three most enormous bronze coffins 

under their feet. 

Dong! 

As they injected their spiritual energy into the coffins, the rest of the coffins jerked violently. Light pillars 

containing exceedingly powerful spiritual energy shot into the sky and merged with the Great Thousand 

Exterminate Demon Array. 

Weng! 

With the addition of the spiritual energy light pillars, the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array 

immediately emitted a boundless glow. The weakening force was rapidly getting stronger at that 

moment. However, a mysterious glow gathered in the middle of the array. While all the Heavenly 

Sovereigns watched in horror, the mysterious glow slowly turned into an ancient-looking, long spear. A 

primitive and mysterious force that had been created by the universe when the world was just formed 

lingered on top of the spear. 

Mu Chen’s eyes slightly narrowed as he was sensing that force. At that moment, he could feel the slight 

jerk of the Primordial Immortal Body as though it were attracted by some unknown force. 

Everyone on the spot, including those experts who were at the later stage of Divine Grade like Qing Tian, 

was shaken. All of them felt the extremely dangerous aura coming from that ancient spear. If that long 

spear pointed at them, it could exterminate them even without striking. 

Shoo! 

The Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array vibrated slightly as though it were breathing. The next 

moment, the ancient spear turned into a thin light ray and descended from the sky. It shot directly into 

the ground. 

Sstz! 

The ancient spear penetrated the earth and disappeared. At the same time, everyone could hear a 

painful and angry demonic bellow coming from the deepest area of the earth. The land quivered 

violently, and the demonic aura billowed as though an ultimate fearsome creature was going to break 

through the seal. 

Bang! 



When the demonic aura bashed against the spiritual net that encompassed the land, it gave off an 

incredibly loud banging sound. Many mountains in the Northern Wilderness Hill area collapsed, yet the 

spiritual net refused to give in to the wrecking demonic aura. 

After bashing the net for a while, the demonic aura gradually subsided. However, an extremely evil and 

sinister eye shot out within the demonic aura accompanied by a demonic voice. “Darn you! When I 

break through the seal, I’ll turn all the spiritual beings in the Great Thousand World into my slaves!” 

Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and the Undying Lord looked at it coldly. “Ignore it. It is only 

struggling before death. We just have to maintain the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array and 

wait for the 99 spears. Then its vitality will be completely wiped out,” Qin Tian said calmly. 

All the Heavenly Sovereigns felt slightly relieved when they heard this. Immediately, they circulated their 

spiritual energy and injected it into the various bronze coffins without pausing. 

Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and the Undying Lord looked at each other and also felt slightly 

relieved since the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array was circulating once again. After the 99 

spears were done, the Heavenly Evil Deity would be exterminated. 

“Next, we will need to guard Northern Wilderness Hill,” said Qin Tian in a low voice. 

The Green Shirt Sword Saint looked towards space outside of the hill and replied slowly, “There aren’t 

any movements around the region. The Extraterritorial Race has not shown up yet.” 

The Undying Lord added firmly, “These evils will not give up. The Heavenly Evil Deity is their strongest 

card. Therefore, they will come to rescue it.” 

Qin Tian nodded, too. His eyes were fixed on the space outside the hill with cold radiance surging within 

it. 

The Northern Wilderness Hill gradually restored its peace while the Heavenly Sovereigns focused on 

waiting. Only the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array loomed over the hill and emanated a vast 

amount of mightiness. An ancient-looking spear formed every 30 minutes. It would then pierce the 

ground, followed by a painful demonic bellow. As the spears penetrated the ground one by one, the 

demonic bellow gradually weakened. 

All the Heavenly Sovereigns were delighted to see this. Only Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and 

the Undying Lord had no change in their expressions. Instead, they looked even more stern and 

continued to keep a sharp lookout. 

“Aren’t those people from the Extraterritorial Race going to show up?” Mu Chen mumbled to himself 

and knit his eyebrows. 

The moment his voice faded, boundless rays darted out from Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and 

the Undying Lord’s eyes while they looked at the faraway space. Mu Chen sensed something too, and he 

was horrified as soon as he lifted his chin. 

It was the same for all the Heavenly Sovereigns who stared at the space outside of the Northern 

Wilderness Hill. What they saw was a large crack torn in the air while boundless demonic aura billowed 

and rushed out from it. 



“They are finally here…” The Green Shirt Sword Saint slowly held his sword and sighed. “Never did I 

expect that the Extraterritorial Race had already sneaked into one of the lower planes and transferred 

the space node to the outside of the Northern Wilderness Hill. What a great idea they had.” 

The crack in the air was widening outside of the hill. Boundless demonic aura swept out from the crack, 

and demonic figures gushed in like waves. Those tall and burly figures that looked like Demonic Gods 

stepped out. At the same time, a creepy voice filled the land. “Rascals from the Great Thousand World! 

If you do not release our god today, we will turn the Great Thousand World into demonic ruins!” 
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As the demonic bellow echoed throughout the land, the entire space outside of the Northern 

Wilderness Hill seemed to turn into demonic ruins. All this while, a constant stream of a demonic aura 

gushed forth. 

Amid the demonic aura that was rising in the air, strong and powerful demonic figures were standing, 

each of their faces filled with creepy and cold gazes. They were looking at the various Heavenly 

Sovereigns within the hill as if they were hunting their prey. 

Suddenly, a commotion erupted among the various Heavenly Sovereigns in the Northern Wilderness Hill 

as they all looked at the demonic aura. Some of them were panicking. 

After all, it was their first time seeing such a large gathering of the Extraterritorial Race in thousands of 

years. Moreover, they knew that those people from the Extraterritorial Race that could make it here 

could only be total experts! 

Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and the Undying Lord were all had cold looks on their faces as 

they looked up and glared at the demonic figures. Qin Tian then said, “All of you are outrageous! How 

dare you enter the Great Thousand World? Aren’t you afraid that we might gather our strength and 

wipe you out?” 

The demonic aura swirled and gathered rapidly outside of the hill. It then transformed into a black-

robed figure that had a boundless aura encircling him, as though he was a sovereign among evil beings. 

Yet, he still looked kind and compassionate, his eyes especially. In fact, anyone would have an urge to 

bow to him after looking him in the eyes. 

“Heh… The Northern Wilderness Hill was sealed off as soon as we showed up. Even if we wrecked this 

entire place, none of you could deliver any message out from here!” The black-robed figure smiled and 

looked at Qin Tian and the rest. 

He then said, “If the three of you let our God out, the Extraterritorial Race and the Great Thousand 

World can be at peace.” 

“Saint Heaven Demon Emperor…” Qin Tian recognized the black-robed figure immediately. He was the 

sovereign of the Extraterritorial Race, who was directly under the Heavenly Evil Deity. 

It definitely seemed like the Extraterritorial Race had sent out their best forces in order to save the 

Heavenly Evil Deity! 
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“The Extraterritorial Race has always been cruel and merciless, and they have trampled the spiritual 

beings in the Great Thousand World like grass for too long! You must be joking if you talk about peace!” 

the Undying Lord said coldly. 

The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor could not help but chuckle when he heard this. He then replied 

casually, “No matter where you are, the Law of the Jungle is a standard rule. If we want to survive, we 

have to take over the Great Thousand World and pollute the disgusting spiritual aura that is within the 

world, converting it into an evil aura. Only then can I help you alter your bodies into demonic ones, thus 

allowing you to adapt to the new Great Thousand World.” 

“How dare you pollute the spiritual aura of our Great Thousand World?” one of the Heavenly Sovereigns 

scolded after he heard this. 

After all, the spiritual aura was the fundamental source for cultivation in the Great Thousand World. If 

the aura was polluted, the years of hardship and cultivation that they had endured would be for 

nothing, as they would then lack spiritual energy! 

This repercussion would be the same even for the Heavenly Sovereigns. By doing this, the 

Extraterritorial Race intended to cut their sources for spiritual energy in the Great Thousand World! 

As the Green Shirt Sword Saint held his sword, he smiled and looked at the Saint Heaven Demon 

Emperor, then said, “Stop dreaming. Go back to where you belong. We will never allow you to lay a 

finger on the Great Thousand World.” 

The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor replied, “It looks like you’re not interested in my suggestion. In that 

case…” he paused for a while, coldness surging from his eyes, then continued, “I will get rid of all of the 

natives like you!” 

“Heh… Why waste your time talking to the natives of the Great Thousand World? Just subdue them and 

make them our slaves! Doesn’t that sound good to you?” As the voice of the Saint Heaven Demon 

Emperor faded, a demonic aura gathered around him before it transformed into a demonic figure that 

possessed an intense demonic mightiness. It was the Clan Leader of the Heaven Demon Clan! 

He was staring at the Heavenly Sovereigns in the Northern Wilderness Hill with a vague smile. He then 

licked his lips with his red tongue, as though he was a starving wolf that had just seen a delicious rabbit. 

“How arrogant! Do you think that you can actually barge into this enormous array?” Maha Tian could 

not help but sneer. 

After all, even though the Extraterritorial Race had come to this place in full force, they could not strike 

easily at all. Apparently, they were also wary of the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array that the 

Immortal Emperor had left behind. This was understandable, as the array contained a boundless and 

tremendous power that could kill anyone from the Extraterritorial Race in an instant. 

As the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor looked down at the majestic array that loomed over the sky above 

the Northern Wilderness Hill, a faint glow reflected in his eyes. After a while, he let out a soft sigh, then 

said, “But… I really never expected that someone like the Immortal Emperor would appear in the Great 

Thousand World…” 



He shook his head, then said with an indifferent tone, “But… However mighty the array is, it is still just a 

lifeless array. If you think that you can safeguard the peace of the Great Thousand World with this array, 

I’m afraid you’re being naïve.” 

The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor then swung his robe and said, “Corrosive Demon Clan, you may 

strike.” 

As soon as he said this, a demonic aura surged from the crack in the air. Countless demonic figures were 

sitting crossed-legged within the aura. 

The bodies of these demonic figures looked slimy, and black liquid dripped from their bodies nonstop. 

As each drop of liquid fell, it left an eroded trace of it in the air. 

The Corrosive Demon Clan was born with corrosive power, which was rather tyrannical. As such, any 

energy that came into contact with it would be eroded. 

Roar! 

At that moment, countless demonic figures let out a collective low bellow. At the same time, demonic 

rays shot out from their bodies, as though the rays were sharp knives! 

Bang! 

As the demonic rays were sweeping out, the demonic figures all exploded. After their bodies exploded, 

drops of black and sticky liquid rose in the air. 

The dark liquid was as black as coal. As it slowly spread out, even the air and space could not tolerate it. 

It possessed such a daunting power that it could erode the whole world! 

Soon, the drops of black liquid transformed into a black stream. The black stream then fell from the sky 

and hit the light shield on the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array. 

Sstz! 

When the two came into contact with one another, a cloud of white smoke rose into the air. Light 

sparkled and ripples surfaced on the light shield, which possessed immense power. A mysterious power 

then quickly purified the black stream. 

“Phew.” All the Heavenly Sovereigns heaved a huge collective sigh of relief after they saw this. The 

defense of the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array was far better than what they had expected. 

“Carry on!” The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor remained composed and spoke nonchalantly. 

“For our race!” countless demonic figures from the Corrosive Demon Clan yelled in unison, then 

continued to self-detonate, one by one. 

Immediately, the black liquid rose into the sky and transformed into several streams. The streams 

continued to throw themselves at the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array. 

Sstz! 



The Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array managed to purify the black liquid despite its formidable 

corrosive power. The light shield was also not damaged at all. 

However, the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor did not seem to notice this, much less become worried 

about it. He simply continued to command members from the Corrosive Demon Clan to keep self-

detonating. 

Mu Chen frowned as he observed this scene. After a short while, his eyes suddenly narrowed as he 

exclaimed loudly, “They are depleting the power of the array in order to delay the ancient spears from 

forming!” 

As soon as they heard Mu Chen, Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and the Undying Lord were all 

shocked. They turned to look at the array and realized that the duration for the ancient spears to form 

had been prolonged! 

Before, a spear would only take 30 minutes to form, whereas the time it took to form now was closer to 

45 minutes! Apparently, the Extraterritorial Race did not use the dark liquid to erode the light shield, but 

to buy themselves more time! 

“Continue to inject more spiritual energy!” Qin Tin yelled. 

Upon hearing his command, all of the Heavenly Sovereigns quickly sat with their legs crossed and 

circulated their spiritual energies. The vast amount of energies was then immediately injected into the 

bronze coffins. 

As he looked at the vast amount of demonic aura with his cold eyes, the Undying Lord said, “The 

Extraterritorial Race is indeed ruthless. They are actually willing to sacrifice a clan in order to break the 

seal.” The Corrosive Demon Clan was this sacrifice, and such a mean and cruel technique sent chills 

running up all of their spines. 

“If this goes on, we’ll land ourselves in a war of attrition. The Extraterritorial Race came in full force, but 

we did not gather the strongest forces of the Great Thousand World here. In this way, they have already 

proven themselves to be stronger than us,” the Green Shirt Sword Saint said. 

He then added, “If the fight is further prolonged, I’m afraid that something will go wrong once we 

display any flaw.” 

Qin Tian’s eyes flickered as he said, “No matter what, we must persist till the 99 ancient spears have 

been released. Only then will the Heavenly Evil Deity’s vitality be wiped out, which means that the 

Extraterritorial Race will not be able to make a comeback.” 

He then added, “Since they are trying to deplete the strength of the array to delay the 99 ancient spears 

from forming, the three of us can strike together to divide their power. In that way, we can buy some 

time.” 

“Okay.” Both the Green Shirt Sword Saint and the Undying Lord slightly pondered this for a moment, 

then nodded their heads in agreement to the proposed plan. 

Shoo! 



As soon as they finished their discussion, they beamed out into three streamers and soared up into the 

sky. They soon came to the empty space, then eventually landed on the light shield. 

Boom! 

At that moment, a large amount of spiritual energy swept out like a huge wave, washing away the three 

black streams. 

“Three of you want to challenge the entire Extraterritorial Race?” When the Saint Heaven Demon 

Emperor saw the trio, he sneered at them as he waved his palm. 

As soon as he did that, six figures that looked like demonic gods walked out from the immense demonic 

aura that was behind him. These figures brought with them a sense of an overwhelming and boundless 

demonic oppression. 

When everyone, including Mu Chen, saw the six god-like figures in the Northern Wilderness Hill, their 

eyes grew wide. This was because all six of them were top-notch Heaven Demon Emperors in the later-

stage of the Divine Grade! 

“Let’s get ready to help!” Maha Tian shouted to the other four ancient clans’ leaders and elders. 

“No… The most important thing now is to provide sufficient spiritual energy for the Great Thousand 

Exterminate Demon Array. We need to ensure the 99 ancient spears can be formed!” Mu Chen frowned, 

then replied in a low voice. 

Qing Yanjing nodded, then added, “We cannot be reckless!” 

Great Nether Ancestor from the Great Spirit Ancient Clan, Black Heavens Clan Leader from the Black 

Heavens Ancient Clan, and Huang Qiu from the Primitive Ancient Clan hesitated for a while before they 

all nodded. Indeed, the most important task now was to kill the Heavenly Evil Deity. When Maha Tian 

saw this, he snorted to himself and said nothing further, as he knew what mattered most at the 

moment. 

“Haha! We’ll offer three lives to our God as his first welcome gift on earth today!” The six gigantic 

demonic figures stood tall and firm as they shouted in unison. 

Their demonic voices shook the earth, and the boundless demonic oppression that they exuded began 

to loom over Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and the Undying Lord. Many demonic figures, all of 

whom looked like they were ready to strike at any time, locked their cold gazes on the three of them. 

Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and the Undying Lord glared at those demonic figures with cold 

expressions. There was no fear in their eyes, except in regards to the surrounding spiritual energy, which 

continued to surge and shake the earth. 

“Attack!” The six demonic figures let out a collective roar as they charged toward Qin Tian and the rest. 

Roar! 

Just when they were about to strike, a deafening dragon-like roar echoed between Heaven and Earth. At 

the same time, a golden ray broke through the immense demonic aura and transformed into a golden 



dragon. The colossal dragon crouched in the sky as a boundless dragon oppression raged throughout the 

land. 

“Haha! Brother Qin, the Divine Beasts’ Clans are also part of the spiritual beings in the Great Thousand 

World! How can you leave us out when it involves such an important matter?” the golden dragon asked, 

while filling the air with colorful light beams that were sweeping out from its back. 

At that moment, numerous large and glowing figures walked out into the air. All of them were well-

known Sovereign Divine Beasts in the Great Thousand World. 

Many Heavenly Sovereigns, including Mu Chen, were delighted to see these Sovereign Divine Beasts 

appear. As they smiled with relief, they all thought… The Divine Beasts’ Clans of the Great Thousand 

World have finally made it, just in time! 
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Roar! 

The immense demonic aura gave way, and a huge golden dragon crouched in the sky. The dragon scales 

gleamed with golden radiance. As the glow spread out, it devoured the demonic aura, and the daunting 

dragon oppression emanated in the air. 

Enormous creatures showed up one after another behind the golden dragon. Immediately, the spiritual 

energy swept out, forcing some of the demonic oppression to back off from the sky. 

“The Real Dragon and the Great Elder of the Dragon Clan!” 

“Lord Feng and Lord Huang are here, too!” 

“They are the Ancestor Giant Bird and the King of the Heaven Piercing Ape!” 

“…” 

Many Heavenly Sovereigns let out delightful exclamations within the Northern Wilderness Hill, as those 

enormous creatures were the well-known Sovereign Divine Beasts in the Great Thousand World. 

Those that were mentioned were peak experts. All of them were on par with later-stage Divine Grade 

Sovereigns, and they were not any weaker than people like Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and 

the Undying Lord. 

After all, many spiritual beings inhabited in the Great Thousand World. Apart from human beings, the 

Divine Beasts Clans were also formidable. Among them, the Sovereign Divine Beasts Clans were gifted 

by nature, and their overall strength was not any weaker than that of human beings. 

The humans and the Divine Beasts Clans usually had some disputes, but they were all spiritual beings in 

this Great Thousand World. Hence, the two races would stand together when confronted by a strong 

enemy like the Extraterritorial Race. Everyone knew that if the Great Thousand World was in the hands 

of the Extraterritorial Race, the enslavement of spiritual beings would take place. Life would be 

extremely miserable. 
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While everyone was surprised by their appearance, the huge golden dragons and the various enormous 

creatures behind them began to shrink in size. They then turned into figures and stood in the air. The 

middle-aged man who was in the lead wore a long golden robe. He had a rough look and golden eyes. 

When he swept his gaze around, he emanated daunting oppression. 

On his right and left stood a female and a male – Lord Feng and Lord Huang. Mu Chen had met Lord 

Huang, Huang Jin, before. Even though he was only a middle-stage Divine Grade Sovereign, his strength 

would significantly increase when the two clans combined. Therefore, if Lord Feng and Lord Huang 

joined forces, they could fight with the two top-notch Heaven Demon Emperors, too. 

The rest of the Sovereign Divine Clans’ peak experts were standing behind them. All of them looked 

fearsome. 

The Real Dragon Emperor’s golden eyes looked at Qin Tian while he asked in a booming voice, “Brother 

Qin, we’re not too late, are we?” 

Upon seeing the arrival of reinforcements, Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and the Undying Lord 

heaved sighs of relief. Even though they had several Heavenly Sovereigns within the Northern 

Wilderness Hill, it was not easy for them to strike, as they had to maintain the circulation of the array. 

However, it was just as difficult for the three of them to keep the experts from the Extraterritorial Race 

outside. Since the Real Dragon Emperor, Lord Feng, Lord Huang, and the rest were there, they could 

help to share a large amount of stress. 

“Haha, this bunch just won’t give up. They are still eyeing the Great Thousand World!” Cold radiance 

sparkled in the Real Dragon Emperor’s golden eyes as he smiled and looked at the multiple demonic 

figures in the distance. 

The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor gave them an indifferent look and said, “A bunch of reptiles. How 

dare you talk big? When the Extraterritorial Race takes over the Great Thousand World, it will be just 

nice to take all of you as our mounts.” 

“Bast**d, you’re courting your own doom!” The King of the Heaven Piercing Ape was hot-tempered. His 

eyes went red, he clenched his fist, and a huge rod appeared in his hand. As he wielded the rod, space 

burst into fragments. Then, he locked his gaze onto the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor with a hideous 

look. 

“Dark Demon, finish them off. Don’t let those reptiles come close to us,” the Saint Heaven Demon 

Emperor said without any emotion. 

“Heh, the reptiles might be annoying, but their flesh and blood are delicious. If I can swallow them up, it 

will be a great tonic for me.” When the clan leader of the Saint Demon Clan heard this, he chuckled 

immediately. He then observed those beasts, including the Real Dragon Emperor, with a smiling eye 

before he waved his hand. Immense demonic aura swept out like ocean waves through the space cracks. 

Multiple demonic figures then appeared behind him emanating daunting demonic mightiness. That was 

the power of the Saint Demon Emperor. Although there was a limit to what the Lower Planes could take, 

the Extraterritorial Race still brought their greatest power over there this time. 

“Heh, I’ve caught some reptiles over the years. The flesh was so fresh and tasty. But it’s still far from 

yours.” The Dark Heaven Demon Emperor grinned at the Real Dragon Emperor. 



The Real Dragon Emperor looked intimidating, and his expression was cold. He said emotionlessly, “I will 

tear you apart and send you to those clan people whom you have killed as offerings!” 

“I’m afraid you are not capable of doing so.” The Dark Heaven Emperor chuckled and instantly looked 

hostile. He said icily, “Kill them!” 

Boom! 

The demonic figures behind him immediately exploded with domineering demonic aura. The aura filled 

the air and loomed over the Divine Beasts, including the Real Dragon Emperor. Those who struck at the 

Divine Beasts Clan were all Heaven Demon Emperors. 

“Kill! Slaughter those bast**ds!” The King of the Heaven Piercing Ape took the lead and let out a roar. 

He wielded the huge rod in his hand, and space was torn. With a swing, the rod struck one of the 

Heaven Demon Emperors. 

The rest of the Sovereign Divine Beasts, including Ancestor Giant Bird, Lord Feng, and Lord Huang, struck 

without conserving their energy. A vast amount of spiritual energy and oppression emanated and 

collided directly with those demonic figures. 

Boom! 

The earth quaked, and the sky was about to fall as both parties exchanged blows. Majestic spiritual 

energy bashed against the demonic aura, and it shook almost the entire world. 

The Real Dragon Emperor did not make his move, but his golden eyes glared at the Dark Heaven Demon 

Emperor, who looked impassive. The Real Dragon Emperor could sense an extremely dangerous vibe 

emanating from the Dark Heaven Demon Emperor. 

“Reptile, aren’t you making your move?” The Dark Heaven Demon Emperor looked at the Real Dragon 

Emperor and grinned. 

No emotion could be found in the Real Dragon Emperor’s eyes. No one had ever dared to address him 

that way, as he enjoyed supreme status in the Great Thousand World. Even though the person before 

him was dangerous, cold radiance continued to surge within his golden eyes. 

“If you don’t make your move, you will die.” The Dark Heaven Demon Emperor chuckled. The black 

vortexes in his eyes suddenly narrowed, and a spiral vortex suddenly transformed into a black line. The 

black line shot out from his eyes at lightning speed. 

Full of destructive aura, all the vitality of the spiritual beings was taken away as the black line passed 

through them. The scene was horrifying. The black line might have seemed insignificant, however, when 

it appeared in front of the Real Dragon Emperor, he looked extremely austere. Without any hesitation, a 

dragon roar came out of his throat. “Real Dragon Claws!” 

The Real Dragon Emperor stretched out his palms, and they instantly transformed into large dragon 

claws. The golden dragon scales on the dragon claws gleamed. When the claws grabbed at empty space, 

it broke into many space fragments that spun below his claws. None of the pieces hurt the dragon 

scales. Instead, the claw’s grasp proved its mightiness. The grasp was so powerful that it could tear apart 



even the Sovereign Celestial Appearances of an ordinary Divine Grade expert. That showed how mighty 

the grasp was. 

Sstz! 

The dragon claw whizzed out and hit the black line, yet there was no crashing sound. In silence, space 

quickly crumbled and formed a massive black hole. The dragon claw disappeared, and the body of the 

Real Dragon Emperor jerked slightly. There was no expression on his face, but drops of golden blood 

started to drip from his palm. 

The Dark Heaven Demon Emperor smiled at the Real Dragon Emperor. In the next moment, he turned 

into multiple afterimages and charged towards him. The creepy black vortexes within his eyes spun even 

faster. 

Roar! 

The Real Dragon Emperor let out a loud dragon roar, and his body inflated at once. Dragon scales began 

to surface on his body. Like a huge dragon man, he circulated his vast energy to confront the Dark 

Heaven Demon Emperor. 

Bang! 

The two parties fought together in the space outside of the Northern Wilderness Hill. Each exchange of 

blows shook the earth and destroyed the universe. 

When the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor saw those experts from the Divine Beasts Clans who were 

holding them up, he turned to Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and the Undying Lord. With a 

smile, he said, “When we showed up, the Extraterritorial Race had already invaded the Great Thousand 

World. Don’t you ever think you can get any more reinforcements.” 

Qin Tian snorted and said, “That would only mean more sacrifices for your race.” He glanced over his 

shoulder at the Northern Wilderness Hill. Currently, more than 40 of the ancient spears refined by the 

Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array had shot out. Another 50 spears were required to wipe out 

the Heaven Evil Deity’s vitality. All they need to do was to buy time. 

“If Brother Xiao and Brother Lin were here, how could they let these evil fellows have their ways?” Qin 

Tian sighed. He respected the two of them. He was also a later-stage Divine Grade as they were, but 

somehow, Qin Tian felt he would not be able to hold a candle to either one of them. Thousands of years 

had passed, and many supreme talents were sprouting in the Great Thousand World. Qin Tian had seen 

many of them, but none of them had a vibe like Brother Xiao and Brother Lin’s. 

The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor exclaimed, “The two of them are indeed tricky. To keep them away 

from here, I had to dispatch some of my peak experts. If they had enough time, they would become like 

the Immortal Emperor, too. But too bad…” The Saint Heaven Demon drew a creepy smile at the corner 

of his lip. “You won’t have a chance to see that.” 

Qin Tian’s expression was steely. “That depends on whether you are capable of breaking through this 

Exterminate Demon Array!” 



The Saint Heaven Demon stared at Qin Tian. The look in his eyes grew creepier, and his smile was 

chilling. “Qin Tian, I probably can’t do anything to this array. Well, I can’t, but someone else can.” 

Qin Tian narrowed his eyes. He exchanged gazes with the Green Shirt Sword Saint and the Undying Lord. 

All of them put up their guard and circulated their spiritual energy around their bodies, preparing for 

war. 

“I would like to see who is capable of destroying the Exterminate Demon Array!” Qin Tian sneered. 

The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor’s laughter was incredibly eerie. He stared at Qin Tian while his voice 

slowly echoed in their ears. “If you really want to know, I will tell you… That person… is you… Qin Tian, 

the Demon Slayer King!” 

The Great Ruler  

Chapter 1524: Seed of the Heart Demon 

“That’s you, Qin Tian!” The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor’s menacing voice reverberated in the heavens 

and the earth, and everyone was shocked. It was obvious that they did not understand the meaning 

behind his words. 

The Great Thousand Palace was a powerful alliance, which had been formed to resist the Extraterritorial 

Race. Originally, the Great Thousand Palace did not have a master during its years of peace, but now 

that war was fast approaching, Qin Tian seemed to be a worthy new master for the palace. 

With his status, he did have a part of the control of the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array. The 

people couldn’t help but wonder at this moment… What was the meaning behind the Saint Heaven 

Demon Emperor’s words? 

Mu Chen was also puzzled by this, and he frowned. Although he was not clear about the meaning 

behind the words, he knew that there must be some reason for the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor to 

have said them. 

Under everyone’s bewildered and suspicious gazes, Qin Tian’s brows knit together tightly. He then 

glared at the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor and asked, “What do you mean?” 

A cryptic and malicious glint flashed in the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor’s eyes as he smiled at Qin Tian 

and said, “You broke into my Demon’s Domain and slaughtered many Demon Emperors, even one 

Heavenly Demon Emperor. You then escaped with your life back to the Great Thousand World, which is 

a remarkable achievement.” 

He tilted his head slightly, and there was clear hint of sarcasm in his smirk as he added, “However, did 

you really think that, with your own efforts, you could get away with it in front of my eyes? At that time, 

you were not as powerful as you are now.” 

Chills ran down Qin Tian’s spine, and he felt an ominous feeling enter his heart. Then, a demonic aura 

surged out and immediately transformed into a demonic shadow. The shadow had deathly white eyes, 

and at the moment, the shadow smiled meaningfully at Qin Tian. 

As Qin Tian looked at the shadow, his pupils suddenly contracted. He was appalled to find that the 

demonic shadow was the Heavenly Demon Emperor that he had slaughtered in the Demon’s Domain! 
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“How can this be? He’s still alive?” Qin Tian’s exclaimed. His heart was in a state of extreme turmoil. 

“This is the Chief of one of the 32 Extraterritorial Clans, the Heart Demon Clan. Even now, you only have 

a slight upper hand against him. Did you think that you were qualified to kill him in the past?” The Saint 

Heaven Demon Emperor mocked him sarcastically. 

“The Heart Demon Clan?” When Qin Tian heard this sentence, his expression completely changed. He 

then looked at Green Shirt Sword Saint and Undying Lord, and commanded them, “Seal me!” 

Such a change was quite unexpected, but Green Shirt Sword Saint and Undying Lord were no ordinary 

figures. So, in a flash, the two did not hesitate to do do as they had been ordered. 

With a wave of Green Shirt Sword Saint’s sleeve, a green light tore through the space, charging at Qin 

Tian as quick as lightning. From Undying Lord’s body, a black rainbow of light swept across the space, 

instantly enveloping Qin Tian. 

Although they were not very clear about the situation, they were very clear that something had 

happened with Qin Tian. The matter was obviously urgent, and for safety’s sake, they had to control Qin 

Tian. 

Two spiritual lights surged, yet Qin Tian did not put up any resistance. Instead, he dissipated his heavy 

spiritual defense, allowing them to trap him. 

“Oh Qin Tian, you are really hard on yourself. I can’t believe that you are actually willing to seal 

yourself.” Just as those two lights were about to fall, the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor’s strange cackle 

rang out again. 

At the same time, black and white flames fell from the sky. They collided with the two lights, and with a 

flash, the black and white fire burned the two lights into nothingness. 

Upon seeing this, a cold glint flashed in Green Shirt Sword Saint’s and Undying Lord’s eyes. 

“Green Saint Sword!” With a cold roar, the green sword soared into the sky as the light glimmered. 

It then transformed into a massive sword as it slashed across the sky before turning into a ray of light. It 

then pierced a hole through the heavens and earth, and with a flash, appeared before the Saint Heaven 

Demon Emperor. 

After that, Undying Lord’s wizened hands conjured up several seals with lightning-speed as gray-black 

spiritual energy whistled out. The seals then condensed into a palm-sized gray-black spiritual bead. 

Then, lightning and thunder flickered beside the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor. 

“Nether Spiritual Thunder!” The two did not hold back, and with such an attack, if a top Heavenly 

Demon Emperor was careless, he would have been killed on the spot. 

However, in the face of the two’s ferocious attacks, the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor was indifferent. 

“Saint Demon Flame Armor!” As he roared coldly, the black and white flames rose from his body, then 

finally solidified on the surface of his body. The flames then turned into a ferocious black and white 

armor, which was surging with a ferocious power. 



Boom! 

As the black and white flame armor took form, the massive green sword shot out violently, while the 

gray and black spiritual bead exploded. At the same time, boundless gray-black thunder raged forth 

madly. 

With the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor as the source, the power caused the space within tens of 

thousands of feet collapsed into darkness and countless space debris burst out into the sky. 

As everyone looked at the scene, they could clearly see that this was a devastating battle, where two of 

the best in the world had met. Everyone wondered at this moment how the Saint Heaven Demon 

Emperor would fare after being hit. 

Under the intense gaze of many sovereigns, the collapsed space gradually mended. Then, everyone was 

appalled to see that, at the exact location that it had mended, black and white flames arose. 

Amid the flames, a shadow proudly stood in black and white flame armor. Although the armor was 

slightly more dull, the figure was completely unscathed by the flames! 

In the Northern Wilderness Hill, many Heavenly Sovereigns gasped in disbelief. They were completely 

stunned. 

No one had expected that the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor would be so powerful! Even a combined 

attack from Green Shirt Sword Saint and Undying Lord could not get him! 

“Although you two are good, compared with the Flame Emperor and Martial Ancestor, there is still a big 

gap.” The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor glanced indifferently at the two, then said, “Now that the show 

is continuing, you two must stay quiet for a while.” 

Suddenly, two black and white fire rings burst out from his eyes, and with a tremor, the rings shot 

directly through the space and appeared in front of Green Shirt Sword Saint and Undying Lord. 

The black and white rings of fire revolved, while burning intensely. Like a pillar of fire, they enveloped 

the two of them. 

“Heart Demon, it’s time to strike! Let Qin Tian witness the fruit of so many years of planning! We’ve 

waited so long for this day to come!” After temporarily trapping Green Shirt Sword Saint and Undying 

Lord, the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor smiled at the Chief of the Heart Demon Clan. 

The Chief of the Heart Demon Clan nodded, then gave a strange smile to Qin Tian and said, “The 

demonic shadow you killed was the Seed of the Heart Demon. Although you slaughtered it and 

disrupted my cultivation, you didn’t know that the Seed of the Heart Demon lurks in your heart too! But, 

how could you, as after a long time, even if you step into the later stage of the Divine Grade, you would 

not be able to detect it.” 

The Chief of the Heart Demon Clan then added, “At that time, you massacred many people in the 

Demon’s Domain, and you thought that you could escape unscathed. But, you didn’t know that this was 

all a plan of my Extraterritorial Race. It’s just that you really surprised me. I didn’t expect a chess piece 

like you to be the master of this Great Thousand Palace! Haha! But today, it’s time for you to shine…” 



The Chief of the Heart Demon Clan’s deceitful cackle began to ring out through the air, and his hands 

suddenly conjured up several seals. At that moment, it looked as if hundreds of millions of black rays 

were shooting out of his body! 

These lights then melted into the space, as if they were all connected to unknown places in other 

galaxies. Just as the light pierced into the space, Qin Tian’s body shook violently. 

He was horrified to feel that a strange force was flowing from his heart! That force was beyond his limits 

to sustain, and even his inner spiritual energy was stifled by it. 

Qin Tian bellowed, summoning his spiritual energy madly. However, the more he resisted, the more he 

felt that his body was gradually being taken over. He was losing all control! 

“Haha! My Seed of the Heart Demon, open the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array!” As the chief 

shouted out the command, the Heart Demons outside the space let out numerous evil shrieks. 

The appalled Heavenly Sovereigns then glanced over to see Qin Tian’s hands slowly rising as he conjured 

up some seals, while trembling. The light film at his feet rippled violently, then gradually began to fade. 

Upon seeing this scene, Mu Chen, Qing Yanjing, and the others were horrified, and chills ran down their 

spines. They never would have thought that Qin Tian, as the current Great Thousand Palace Master, had 

been implanted with the Seed of the Heart Demon hundreds of years ago by the Extraterritorial Race! 

Amid horrified gazes, the film of light that had been formed by the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon 

Array began to melt, layer by layer, starting with the outermost first. In just a few short moments, 

dozens of layers of the light film had already dissolved. 

The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor and many Heavenly Demon Emperors looked at the thin film of light, 

anticipation burning in their eyes. They knew that as long as the last layer remained open, they would 

be able to invade the Northern Wilderness Hill. 

Ah! Suddenly, Qin Tian’s face twisted, as he could obviously feel what he was doing. However, he could 

not control his body. A suffocating fury pervaded his heart, as he wanted desperately to be able to 

control his own body! 

He looked at the melting protective film, despair in his eyes, and was filled with remorse. But, his hands 

were still slowly conjuring seals, which were opening the last layer of the light film. 

However, just when his hands were about to complete the seals, Qin Tian’s body jolted suddenly. 

Immediately, beautiful and mysterious flames ignited and began to burn in his body. 

The flames soon rose up and enveloped Qin Tian’s body entirely. The flames were extremely strange, as 

when they wrapped around Qin Tian’s body, rays of strange black light erupted and tore apart the 

space. 

The Chief of the Heart Demon Clan suddenly shook, then spurted out a mouthful of blood frantically. His 

face became dark, as in that moment, he sensed that the Seed of the Heart Demon in Qin Tian’s body 

had been completely burned into ashes. 

This sudden change also caused the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor’s face to twitch. He glared at the 

mysterious fire that was emanating from Qin Tian’s body, his eyes chilling and furious. 



He then spat out the words viciously, “Emperor Flames? This da*ned Flame Emperor is ruining my race’s 

grand plans!” 

The Great Ruler  

Chapter 1525: Evil Spirit Clan 

Brilliant flames burned around Qin Tian’s body, completely enveloping him. The flames gave off a 

mysterious and majestic aura, like the god of fire. 

“Those are the Emperor Flames… From the Flame Emperor’s fire. How did they appear on Qin Tian’s 

body?” an onlooker asked in amazement. 

In the Northern Wilderness Hill, many Heavenly Sovereigns, who had been appalled by Qin Tian’s 

actions, were startled by the brilliant flames. They were astonished to see the scene before them. 

As the flames continued to rise, Qin Tian could feel that he was regaining control of his body. He looked 

at the flames with a complicated expression and whispered, “Brother Xiao is really powerful!” 

The others did not know how the Emperor Flames came to surround his body, but he knew the reason 

clearly. Hundreds of years ago, when he had returned from the Demon’s Domain to the Great Thousand 

Palace, he had encountered the Flame Emperor. 

At that time, the Flame Emperor frowned at him for a long time, then finally gave him a flame bead to 

wear. Originally, he was surprised by this gift, but he realized today that the Flame Emperor had sensed 

something back then. 

But, the Seed of Heart Demon lurked so deep that even the Flame Emperor couldn’t be sure whether or 

not it was activated. Thus, he cautiously gave him a flame bead in case he ran into danger. The Flame 

Emperor’s cautious move that day had saved him from becoming a sinner of the Great Thousand World. 

In the distance, Green Shirt Sword Saint’s and Undying Lord’s pillars of fire began to fade, and the two 

barely escaped the siege of the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor. At that moment, they glanced nervously 

at Qin Tian. When they saw the Emperor Flames around Qin Tian’s body, they were also stunned, but 

immediately understood what was going on and heaved huge sighs of relief. 

At this time, there was only one last layer of defense left. If that last layer was opened again, the 

Extraterritorial Race could invade the Northern Wilderness Hill. Then, if they awakened the Heavenly 

Evil Deity, it would be a total disaster! 

“Da*n it!” The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor’s gaze turned dark, as he obviously had not expected to 

fall short of succeeding in his plan. Murderous intent surged within him, then permeated the space 

around him. 

“Qin Tian, activate the array and restore the defenses! Hurry!” Undying Lord roared. 

Qin Tian took a deep breath, and dared not slow down. Just as his seals changed, he saw the Great 

Thousand Exterminate Demon Array ripple, and layers of defense film began to gradually recover. 

“Attack! Break that array!” With a wave of his sleeve, the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor roared coldly, 

while a chilling look flashed across his eyes. 
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Boom! 

Suddenly, a demonic aura surged from behind him, while countless demonic shadows howled. In the 

next moment, as the demonic aura continued to rage, smoke whistled out, heading straight at the film 

of light around the Northern Wilderness Hill. 

“All of you, do your best to summon your spiritual energies and activate the Great Thousand 

Exterminate Demon Array!” Qin Tian yelled. As he looked at this scene, his face became solemn, while 

low roars and commands reverberated throughout the entire Northern Wilderness Hill. 

Many Heavenly Sovereigns saw the invasion of the demons and dared not slow down. With a roar, a 

spiritual power surged and many massive Sovereign Celestial Appearances appeared behind them. As 

they huffed, their breaths turned into spiritual energy torrents, rushing into the copper pillars. 

Whoosh! 

Beyond the space, a demonic smoke surged, creating a horrifying scene. Qin Tian, Green Shirt Sword 

Saint, and Undying Lord all looked at each other. Then, their spiritual energies poured into the film of 

light. 

The film of light then burst into hundreds of millions of spots of light, which all swept out and collided 

with the myriad demonic shadows. 

Whoosh! 

When they made contact, the light revealed a terrifying destructive power. Wherever the light shined, 

the countless demonic shadows did not even have time to scream before they were dissolved into wisps 

of black smoke. The smoke then dissipated completely. 

This Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array was cast from the Immortal Emperor’s life, so it was 

highly sensitive to this evil aura. Once detected, it would melt it, and only those who practiced spiritual 

energy spellcasting would be able to pass through unimpeded. 

“Continue!” As the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor looked at the scene, where his army had just suffered 

heavy casualties, he strangely remained expressionless, while his cold voice rang through the air. 

Suddenly, a wave of demonic shadows swept out, even while knowing they would all end up like moths 

to the flame. However, they bravely continued their assault. 

“He is such a cold-blooded fellow! But, even he can’t break through this defense!” Qin Tian looked at the 

scene and remarked coldly. 

Green Shirt Sword Saint and Undying Lord also nodded slightly, but the latter was more composed as he 

said, “Stay vigilant. The Extraterritorial Race has been planning this for tens of thousands of years. As 

such, they would not launch such an easy attack. There must be something more than meets the eye 

here…” 

Beyond the space, the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor looked coldly at the hordes of demons that were 

heading to their deaths. In just over ten minutes, they had lost countless men and nearly a hundred 

Demon Emperors! However, even after suffering so many casualties, they still could not shake the thin 

film of light. 



“The Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array that was left behind by the Immortal Emperor has really 

affected our Extraterritorial Race!” Behind the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor, several chiefs of the 32 

Clans who started to exclaim, making vicious and fearful comments. 

However, the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor’s face did not change. He just continued to gaze 

indifferently at the carnage before him. Then, a strange glint flashed in his eyes, and he quietly issued a 

command. 

Immediately, innumerable wisps of demonic smoke roared out, as if there were dozens of demonic 

auras mixed into it. It then headed straight toward the film of light. 

“Is this Saint Heaven Demon Emperor insane? If he goes on like this, even if he puts all of his men at risk, 

he still won’t be able to break the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array!” Qin Tian looked at the 

demons being annihilated and frowned. 

Green Shirt Sword Saint and Undying Lord were also a little confused, as the enemy’s behavior was 

clearly not logical! Amid their doubts, there were many roaring demonic sovereigns, who were swept 

away into nothingness by numerous waves of Demon Extermination Light. However, another horde 

charged straight at the weakest part of the film mere seconds later. 

The Demon Extermination Light shone and swept through this new wave of dozens of demons easily. 

However, a few unexpected things happened. In the face of the Demon Extermination Light, the dozens 

of shadows only trembled, but unlike the others before them, they did not dissipate into smoke. 

Instead, they sped up and suddenly rushed down, descending upon the film of light! 

What? As they saw this scene, Qin Tian, Green Shirt Sword Saint, and Undying Lord were appalled. These 

demons are able to resist the Demon Extermination Light? That’s definitely unexpected! 

“Stop them!” Qin Tian yelled suddenly as a surge of unease roared in his heart. 

Boom! 

At this time, however, outside the space, nearly ten chiefs of the 32 clans struck at the same time. A vast 

demonic aura filled the sky as they fiercely charged toward the trio. 

Crash! 

Within the avalanche of destruction, the three were obstructed for a moment. At this point, it was too 

late to stop the dozens of strange demonic shadows as they charged at the last layer of film right under 

their noses! 

“There is no need to panic. Once they come into contact with the Demon Extermination Light barrier, 

they will be eliminated immediately!” Undying Lord said, but just after he finished his words, the dozens 

of shadows had already touched the enchantment barrier! 

In this moment, the demonic auras around the shadows suddenly dissipated, and then, majestic spiritual 

light burst out of their bodies! 

Spiritual energy? How is that possible? At this moment, the three’s pupils contracted, while horror 

surged in their eyes. At this moment, the dozens of demonic shadows, unexpectedly summoned 

spiritual energy and that kind of spiritual power, was that of a Heavenly Sovereign! 



“How could the Extraterritorial Race know how to practice spiritual energy?” a Heavenly Sovereign in 

the Northern Wilderness Hill wondered aloud. 

Many of the Heavenly Sovereigns were in a panic as they looked at this scene in disbelief. Judging from 

the exuberance of the previous demonic aura, it was clear that these figures were all from the 

Extraterritorial Race, but now, their spiritual energies were no less powerful than their own! 

Amid the horrified gazes, the dozens of demonic shadows touched the film of light, and as spiritual 

energy spread out, it rendered the array unable to stop them. It simply let them penetrate through the 

film of light and charge into the Northern Wilderness Hill! 

“Hahahaha! Qin Tian, my Extraterritorial Race has been planning this for tens of thousands of years!” 

Outside the space, the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor cackled with pleasure. 

“You must be wondering how my Extraterritorial Race can practice such spiritual power! In fact, it is very 

simple. They are not ordinary Extraterritorial Race existences, but they are the combination of the 

Extraterritorial Race and the beings of the Great Thousand World… A cultivation of a new race! I named 

them the Evil Spirit Clan, and they are born to deal with evil spirits and practice spiritual energy. 

Hahaha!” 

In the Northern Wilderness Hill, there was nothing but dead silence. Everyone was shell-shocked, and 

their faces were red with fury. 

The Extraterritorial Race occupied half of the Great Thousand World, and at the same time, ruled over 

countless Lower Planes. Thus, they have enough people to carry out such a crazy breeding scheme. 

The worst part was that they obviously don’t care about how many beings of the Great Thousand World 

would die as a result of their scheme! And now, they had finally succeeded! 

Mu Chen and the others looked up through the thin film and saw the dozens of figures falling into the 

Northern Wilderness Hill. Then, the spiritual light around them dissipated as they transformed into 

human beings. 

Their appearances were no different from ordinary human beings of the Great Thousand World, but 

everyone could see that they all had a single, strange eye, which was opening slowly at the centers of 

their palms. 

Immediately, a mighty power swept out from their bodies, instantly permeating the whole world. It 

appeared that these beings were the Evil Spirit Clan! 

The Great Ruler  

Chapter 1526: Jiang Ya 

Dozens of shadows stood in the sky, radiating gray-black spiritual energy. The energy was like a 

tumultuous tide raging across the sky, emanating an oppressive spiritual aura. A strange fluctuation 

emanated from the eye in their palms. 

“Evil Spirit Clan…” Mu Chen looked somberly at the dozens of shadows that had broken into Northern 

Wilderness Hill. This scene clearly surprised all of them, as no one had thought that the Extraterritorial 
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Race had successfully fostered a new clan through the combination of their race and the beings of the 

Great Thousand World. 

This new clan possessed the advantages of both clans. Not only could it utilize Extraterritorial evil 

energy, it also possessed the Great Thousand World’s spiritual energy. It was simply unbelievable. 

However, even if they did not want to believe it, the facts were right in front of them. 

“All the Heavenly Sovereigns in Northern Wilderness Hill, obey my command and kill the intruders as 

quickly as possible!” Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and the Undying Lord’s faces were dark, but 

they did not dare to break away at this time. They had to protect the Great Thousand World against the 

Extraterritorial Race’s invasion. His roar immediately rang through every corner of Northern Wilderness 

Hill. 

Qing Yanjing, Maha Tian, and the others looked at each other and said, “We can’t leave now. It is of 

utmost importance at the moment to maintain the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array and 

destroy the Heavenly Evil Deity.” They had seen that the strongest of the Evil Spirit Clan sovereigns was 

a middle-stage Divine Grade, and the rest of them were all Heavenly Sovereigns of all levels. 

Mu Chen took a deep breath, stood up, and said, “Leave the Evil Spirit Clan to us. Please continue to 

reinforce the seal.” His body slowly floated, and then a spiritual light swept over and fell beside him, 

transforming into a slender silhouette. It was Luo Li. She smiled at him and said, “I will go with you.” 

Mu Chen smiled and nodded. Luo Li had the Great Spirit Ancient Diagram. Its strength was enough to 

withstand an early-stage Divine Grade. 

Whoosh! 

At the same time, many silhouettes also gathered, landing behind Mu Chen. Their roars neatly chorused, 

“We wish to follow Lord Mu to vanquish the demons!” 

Mu Chen nodded gently, and in a flash, he appeared with dozens of Heavenly Sovereigns in front of the 

Evil Spirit Clan, blocking their way. “Gentlemen, go back to where you came from. After all, the blood of 

all the Great Thousand World’s beings is flowing in your body. Do not help the evil-doers!” Mu Chen 

glanced fiercely towards the leader of the Evil Spirit Clan. He was a gray-haired man with a dignified 

demeanor. 

“The blood of Great Thousand World’s beings?” Hearing this, the gray-haired man smirked mockingly. “If 

so, where were you Great Thousand World beings when we were kept in captivity like pigs and dogs?” 

Mu Chen frowned. It seemed that these members of the Evil Spirit Clan did not have a high status 

among the Extraterritorial Race. They clearly had many stories among them, but at such times, he did 

not have time to listen to them. No matter what, the Evil Spirit Clan had to be banished from Northern 

Wilderness Hill. “Why do you work with them, now that you know the ferocious and ruthless nature of 

the Extraterritorial Race?” 

The gray-haired man smiled chillingly and retorted, “If we don’t work for them, should we work for you 

instead? In that case, the people of my Evil Spirit Clan would be annihilated instantly. By then, would 

you be able to save us?” 



Mu Chen looked down and said, “Since that is the case, it would be useless to say more.” His whole body 

fluctuated with vast spiritual power, and the space under his feet began to show signs of collapse. 

“I am the leader of the Evil Spirit Clan, Jiang Ya. I want to learn how weak the Great Thousand World is, 

that they couldn’t even defend their own territory. They let the Extraterritorial Race encroach on 

innocent beings and commit wanton massacre!” The gray-haired man screamed, his tone bearing a 

vicious grudge. 

Behind Mu Chen, many Heavenly Sovereigns were silent. They were ashamed because of the presence 

of this Evil Spirit Clan. It was because the Extraterritorial Race occupied half of the Great Thousand 

World’s territory that they could obtain thousands of beings to carry on the cruel cultivation. 

“No distractions, focus on the enemy!” Mu Chen commanded. This Evil Spirit Clan may have had tragic 

backstories, but now was not the time to sympathize. Since they had chosen to stand on the side of the 

Extraterritorial Race, they were the enemies of the Great Thousand World. Once their purpose was 

successful, the whole world would be turned into a Demon’s Domain. At such times, senseless mercy 

could only be forsaken. 

“Kill!” Jiang Ya roared loudly. Dozens of silhouettes behind him suddenly burst out, and gray and black 

spiritual energy surged, covering the sky. Although it was spiritual energy, it appeared extremely 

unsettling. It had a strong corrosive nature, obviously similar to Extraterritorial Evil Energy. 

A cold glint flashed in Mu Chen’s eyes, and with a wave of his palm, many Heavenly Sovereigns behind 

him charged and spread out, obstructing the Evil Spirit Clan. He appeared before Jiang Ya, throwing a 

punch expressionlessly. 

Boom! 

With one blow, Mu Chen shattered the space. He now had a Divine Grade physical body, so a seemingly 

casual punch possessed horrifying force. If an ordinary Divine Grade was bombarded with that blow, 

they would be severely injured. 

“This man is nothing but a God Grade. Why is his power so terrifying?” Looking at the blow to the space, 

Jiang Ya’s eyes narrowed. He was obviously aware of the terrible power contained in the blow. He dared 

not slow down as he spread out his palm. The strange eye in the center of his palm was black with 

purple hues in it. It looked rather extraordinary. 

Buzz! 

Black and purple light whistled out from the eye and tangled around Jiang Ya’s palm. It suddenly 

solidified into a thick, purplish-black cuticle. This cuticle was like black iron with prominent, hooked 

barbs. It appeared extremely ferocious, like a sharp blade. 

Crash! 

Mu Chen’s fist and Jiang Ya’s strange cuticles bombarded each other, and the impact caused visible 

energy ripples to rage out. It shattered the space, and where the fists were, the space collapsed 

continuously. Both men’s bodies trembled violently and retreated a few steps. 



“Spirit Devouring Purple Flame!” A flash of purple light surged in Mu Chen’s eyes. Opening his mouth, 

purple flames swept out, enveloping Jiang Ya within. The purple flames were ablaze with spiritual 

energy, as if they were about to reduce Jiang Ya to ashes. The extremely high temperature even caused 

the space to twist. 

Boom! 

However, in the midst of the purple flames, a purplish-black body shot out like a giant, moving in front 

of Mu Chen in a flash. With a violent roar, a fist covered with a black and purple cuticle shined with an 

intense black and purple light. It brutally bombarded Mu Chen’s crossed arms. 

Dong! 

A low rumble reverberated as Mu Chen’s body shook. He flew backwards thousands of feet and then 

looked up. High in the air, a giant covered in a purplish-black layer of cuticle stood tall. The evil spiritual 

energy had materialized into armor enveloping every part of the figure. Menacing, sharp, purplish-black 

spikes extended, glinting coldly. Jiang Ya had transformed into a murderous beast, and every part of his 

body was full of overwhelming murderous intent. 

Mu Chen’s gaze flickered at the ferocious Jiang Ya as he thought in surprise, The combination of evil and 

spiritual energy is interesting, indeed. 

“You’re just a mere God Grade, and you want to stop me. Is there no one else in the Great Thousand 

World?” Jiang Ya was enveloped in the cuticle with only his eyes exposed. A chilling glint flashed in his 

eyes as he stared at Mu Chen. 

Upon hearing this, Mu Chen smiled. Looks like I have been underestimated again. His handsome young 

face then turned ice cold as he conjured up seals with one hand. Behind him, a crystal light bloomed, 

spreading out from the space. As it spread, an ancient crystal figure also emerged from behind him. 

After the previous confrontation, Mu Chen had discovered that the leader of the Evil Spirit Clan was 

extremely powerful. He was no weaker than Maha Tian, so he no longer intended to limit his methods 

and immediately summoned the Primordial Immortal Body. 

“Primordial Immortal Palm!” As soon as the ancient crystal shadow appeared, it instantly struck. A 

crystal palm gently patted the space in front of it. Suddenly, crystal light bloomed, and an ancient 

massive palm was permeated with ancient light runes, penetrating the space. It appeared directly above 

Jiang Ya and descended. As the palm descended, it was as if a long river had emerged that contained the 

power of immortality. 

When the palm appeared, Jiang Ya’s face changed. He could obviously sense the extremely dangerous 

aura from above. Retreating immediately, he transformed in countless remnants of afterimages, and his 

speed was so fast that it was not visible to the naked eye. But no matter how much he dodged, the 

ancient palm was above his head, as if destined to fall on him the moment it appeared. 

Boom! 

The ancient palm finally landed, crashing heavily on Jiang Ya’s body. A terrible force burst out, swatting 

him down like a fly and crushing a giant mountain peak in the process. As the mountain collapsed and 

boulders rolled, Mu Chen stood in the sky. He lowered his head to look at the ruins of the mountain 



peak, and a cold but enraged glint flashed in his eyes. “Since you have chosen to stand with the 

Extraterritorial Race, I can only annihilate all of you for the sake of the Great Thousand World’s beings.” 

Crash! 

On the collapsed mountain peak, the rocks erupted as a black and purple shadow burst into the sky. It 

expanded so swiftly, that in the blink of an eye, it had turned into a gargantuan ferocious demonic 

shadow. A terrible pressure swept across the space, causing even Divine Grades to be shocked. 

At the same time, Jiang Ya’s murderous growl reverberated, “How dare you be so arrogant, you insolent 

brat! I will use your head today to welcome the descending of the Heavenly Evil Deity!” 

The Great Ruler  
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Boom! 

The gargantuan demonic shadow stood tall as the demonic terror swept through the space, causing the 

sky and earth to become dark. In the distance, many Heavenly Sovereigns stood atop bronze halls, 

gazing solemnly at the scene before them. 

It was obvious that they were all shocked by the display of such an intense demonic power. Even some 

of the Divine Grades frowned with worry. Jiang Ya was so strong that he could top even the majority of 

the middle-stage Divine Grades. In the face of such a man, even Maha Tian would find it difficult to gain 

the upper hand without the aid of the Maha Yin-Yang Vase’s power. 

At the moment, Mu Chen stood in the sky and looked at the massive demonic shadow. His expression 

was grave, as he could clearly feel an extremely dangerous aura in the air. 

Crash! 

As Mu Chen focused upon it, Jiang Ya’s demonic shadow let out a ghastly roar. Then, while it was waving 

its huge fist, a black and purple light that was carrying an indescribable ferocious aura, charged across 

the sky like a meteor and bombarded Mu Chen violently. That beam of light could have easily dealt any 

early stage Divine Grade a severe blow! 

In the face of Jiang Ya’s frenzied attack, Mu Chen did not dare let down his guard. With a low growl, the 

Primordial Immortal Body stood up, surrounded by a crystal light halo. It then lifted one of its ancient 

palms as a crystal beam of light flew out of it. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

As the palm clashed with the light, the space shattered and a vast amount of space debris scattered 

everywhere, resulting in much turbulence. Some Heavenly Sovereigns, who were nearby, hurriedly 

retreated, as they were deathly afraid of becoming entangled with it. 

The two forces did not show any mercy, and their murderous intent raged on. In just a few minutes, 

they had exchanged a few thousand blows, but the victory could not yet be determined. 

Roar! 
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The battle was at a standstill, which caused Jiang Ya to become increasingly infuriated. As he let out a 

fierce roar, he glared at Mu Chen. 

He then lifted his hand, and at the center of his palm, the black and purple eye opened completely. Light 

radiated out of the eye as it exuded a terrible fluctuation. 

As he looked at the black and purple eye, Mu Chen felt a chill run up his spine. It was obvious to him that 

it posed a great threat. Jiang Ya was clearly not going to tolerant a stalemate situation, so he intended to 

kill Mu Chen in order to break the deadlock! 

“Brat! You must die!” Jiang Ya let out a skyward howl, and in the next moment, he raised his palm as the 

black and purple eye locked onto Mu Chen. Then, black and purple light converged madly upon Mu 

Chen, while the surrounding space began to collapse. 

“Evil Spirit Eye! Deity Exterminating Demonic Light!” His roar reverberated between the heavens and 

the earth, full of murderous intent. At the same time, the black and purple eye trembled fiercely, and in 

the next moment, a black and purple light suddenly shot out. 

As soon as the dark light appeared, it disappeared without a trace. At that moment, Mu Chen’s skin was 

tingling, and he was in a great amount of pain. 

His face was grave and his gaze flickered. Even though there was an air of tranquillity around him, he 

could still sense that he was in a great amount of peril. 

There were countless dark lights lurking in the space, all of them waiting to strike. He knew that if he 

revealed any flaw or weakness, he would be instantly annihilated. 

“What a terrifying move,” Mu Chen murmured solemnly. 

This Evil Spirit Clan possessed the best of both worlds. Its power was perhaps not inferior to even the 36 

volumes of Rare Super Powers! And… The most frightening thing was that it was invisible and hidden in 

the space, making it extremely difficult to defend himself against it. 

Mu Chen knew that if he tried to launch an offensive attack at such a time, even if he were able to 

destroy some of the dark lights, he would still be enveloped in more dark lights, which would keep 

looking for any weakness in him. Faced with this kind of intense dark light, even if Mu Chen had a Divine 

Grade body, he would not dare to resist it head-on. 

“It’s anywhere and everywhere!” Mu Chen exclaimed as his gaze flickered. He then took a deep breath 

and suddenly sat down in mid-air. At the same time, the Primordial Immortal Body that was in the 

crystal light behind him mirrored his exact actions. 

“Immortal Ancient Scriptures!” As both of them sat down, the Primordial Immortal Body’s and Mu 

Chen’s mouths both opened and closed at the same time. Then, an ancient sound of chanting began to 

reverberate between heaven and earth. 

The chanting of scriptures was as old as the beginning of heaven and earth. The sound waves soon 

turned into tangible substances, which spread out in all directions from Mu Chen, who was their source 

point. 



The space then began to vibrate. When the innumerable dark lights that were hidden in it made contact 

with the spreading sound waves, the dark lights began to collapse. 

Under his masked armor, Jiang Ya’s face twisted and his eyes were full of disbelief. He could not believe 

that Mu Chen had been able to resist his killing move! 

Even the Clan Heads of the 32 Extraterritorial Clans were rather fearful of this move, with the exception 

of a few, such as the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor and the Dark Heaven Demon Emperor. At the 

moment, however, it had no effect on Mu Chen, and he was only a God Grade! 

Go! Jiang Ya was appalled, and without any hesitation, he uttered a command in his heart. Immediately, 

innumerable dark lights displayed their murderous intent and charged towards Mu Chen’s most vital 

points. 

Buzz! 

However, as the chanting spread, no matter how hard the dark lights tried to approach it, they were 

reduced to nothing by the intense pressure of the sound waves. In just a few moments, the space, which 

was filled with perilous lights, had been completely emptied out by the powerful chants. 

Whoosh! 

Residual sound waves then enveloped Jiang Ya, who was in the distance. As the sound waves soared 

across Jiang Ya’s body, he trembled. Then, a deep black line appear on the thick armor. Then, as blood 

trickled down, the mask shattered, revealing his pale face. 

As Mu Chen looked at him, his eyes were as calm as two deep pools. 

“The Great Thousand World has many hidden prodigies indeed. Even one of its God Grades is so 

strong!” As Jiang Ya stared at Mu Chen, he spat out the words in a hoarse voice. 

Mu Chen’s face was calm and his voice was indifferent as he said, “Retreat with your men! You must 

leave the Northern Wilderness Hill. The Extraterritorial Race is the scourge of the Great Thousand 

World, and we will not implicate any others.” 

Jiang Ya shook his head, then said bitterly, “You can’t beat them.” 

“Well… You are very strong, so in order to deal with you, I can only put my life on the line.” After saying 

this, Mu Chen remained silent. 

Then, his gaze suddenly turned cold, and as his hands conjured up a strange seal, his low voice quietly 

rang out, “Evil Spirit Transformation!” 

As he sucked in a deep breath, the dark violet purple layer on his body began to melt before it 

eventually turned into a liquid that he swallowed into his body. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Inside his body, there seemed to be two terrible forces that were colliding with each other, erupting 

with more power every moment that passed. 



“He is inciting the evil energy and spiritual energy, causing them to collide with each other!” As Mu Chen 

saw this, his pupils contracted. 

Such an impact from these two distinct forces was bound to explode with a terrible force. However, Mu 

Chen knew that this explosion would also cause Jiang Ya severe damage, maybe even death! 

Boom! Boom! 

Jiang Ya’s body began to shrink rapidly, and at the same time, it started to burst. A mass of blood mist 

sprayed into the air wildly. 

In a short period of time, once the explosion stopped, a monster had appeared in the sky. The monster 

was a few feet tall, and his body was like a dry barren land, with cracks all over it. 

As a black and purple light glinted in the monster’s eyes, unsettling runes also emerged. Wherever they 

appeared, they carried with them the glint of an evil and spiritual energy. 

A destructive wave slowly emanated from the monster’s body, causing Maha Tian and Qing Yanjing, who 

were in the distance, to gasp in horror. Even they felt palpitations due to the fluctuation of the intense 

power. 

Mu Chen’s face also became extremely solemn, as he could also feel an aura of mortal peril surrounding 

him. It certainly appeared that Jiang Ya was able to withstand even a later stage Divine Grade existence! 

“If you meet me like this… You will die today!” Jiang Ya, who was not in his monster state, roared 

viciously, while his black and purple eyes glared murderously at Mu Chen. 

Huff. 

Mu Chen’s lips were tight, and as he took a slow, deep breath, he finally began to calm down. 

“Even if you have now begun to fight with your all your might, what do I have to fear?” Mu Chen asked 

as he stared at Jiang Ya, his quiet voice containing a chilling murderous intent. 

He then added, “Your Evil Spirit Clan may have numerous tragic backstories, and I do sympathize with 

you all. But, if you want try to make my relatives and friends face the same situation, then I will destroy 

you today!” 

After he finished speaking, Mu Chen suddenly conjured up several seals. At the same time, the 

Primordial Immortal Body stood up from behind him, took a step forward, then fused with his body. 

Far away, Qing Yanjing and the other Heavenly Sovereigns were appalled to see this scene. Qing Yanjing 

shrieked in fear, “That is the union of the physical and celestial bodies? Mu Chen, stop! Only a later 

stage Divine Grade can bear such a thing!” 

Mu Chen closed his eyes and focused on blocking out all of the commotion, while a low voice chanted in 

his heart… The Union of Man and Spirit! 
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The Union of Man and Spirit! When the low sound sounded in Mu Chen’s heart, the Primordial Immortal 

Body had already fused into his body. In the next moment, hundreds of millions of crystal lights 

suddenly burst out fiercely from Mu Chen. Every ray of light contained extremely terrible power. 

Boom! 

The spiritual energy around Mu Chen surged wildly like a rising tide, bringing with it a terrifying spiritual 

force oppression. The space collapsed as that spiritual strength caused even middle-stage Divine Grades 

to stare in shock. 

Outside of the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array, Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and the 

Undying Lord also sensed it as they looked down. Glancing across the Northern Hills Wilderness, they 

paused on Mu Chen’s body, disbelief surging in their gazes. 

“He’s attempting the Union of Man and Spirit… He is too bold. That’s the Primordial Immortal Body, 

after all. After countless years of cultivation, it contains the power of immortality. Even a later-stage 

Divine Grade would not dare to unite with it easily.” 

Their faces changed, as they were aware of the Primordial Immortal Body’s strength. They understood 

clearly that even if Mu Chen had a Divine Grade physical body, he would not be able to bear such a 

unity. 

Boom! 

Amid worried glances, Mu Chen’s spiritual energy was still rising madly, while his body began to bulge 

up into a mass of flesh and blood. The bulges resembled tumors, which made him look frightening. 

Boom! 

As the tumors of flesh suddenly exploded, gurgling blood spurt out, instantly staining Mu Chen. His 

bloodied figure looked extremely miserable. A crack also emerged on the surface of his body, making 

him look like cracked porcelain. This was clearly the result of the physical inability to withstand the 

madly increasing spiritual energy within his body. 

“Mu Chen!” Qing Yanjing looked at Mu Chen’s sorry state, and her face turned pale as her spiritual 

power fluctuated in an unstable state. 

“Great Elder Qing Yanjing, steady your heart, focus!” the Great Nether Ancestor ordered gravely. They 

were now leading everyone to maintain the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array to wipe out the 

Heavenly Evil Deity’s life mark. If Qing Yanjing could not help but run out, it would no doubt cause some 

flaws to occur in the array’s operation. At such a crucial time, a small flaw could lead to utter defeat. 

Qing Yanjing also understood this. She grit her teeth and forced herself to turn around so she would not 

witness Mu Chen’s tortured state. 

Boom! Boom! 

Mu Chen’s body was still exploding. It was as if the inflating spiritual energy would not rest until it blew 

his body to pieces. At this time, his heart was in turbulence because the spiritual energy was too 

tumultuous. He was unable to summon the slightest spiritual energy and could only grit his teeth to 

persist and attempt to activate his Super Power. 



Whoosh! 

As Mu Chen tried to stabilize the situation in his body, Jiang Ya saw his situation and grinned. His 

monster-like body suddenly burst out. 

As Jiang Ya charged, a dozen figures appeared in a flash. Leading them was Luo Li, who had paid 

attention to Mu Chen’s situation. She asked the Heavenly Sovereigns solemnly, “Everybody, hold him off 

for a while, please.” 

“Alright, but time is running out. Help Lord Mu recover as quickly as possible.” The Heavenly Sovereigns 

did not hesitate, as only Mu Chen could deal with the Chief of the Evil Spirit Clan in the present 

situation. 

Luo Li nodded as her delicate body appeared in front of Mu Chen. Clenching her fist, a volume of ancient 

diagrams appeared in her hands. It was the signature Sacred Object of the Great Spirit Ancient Clan, the 

Great Spirit Ancient Diagram. 

Luo Li could see that the spiritual energy in Mu Chen had spiralled out of control. The Great Spirit 

Ancient Diagram had the effect of conditioning spiritual energy, and no matter how violent the spiritual 

energy was, it would become docile under the Great Spirit Ancient Diagram. 

However, the Primordial Immortal Body, which contained the Immortality Source in its spiritual energy, 

was impossible to suppress. Fortunately, it was possible for Luo Li to share some of the pressure on Mu 

Chen. 

Luo Li’s beautiful face was grave as she dared not slow down. Conjuring seals, the Great Spirit Ancient 

Diagram slowly unfolded, floating above Mu Chen’s head. The ancient and gentle spiritual light radiated, 

enveloping Mu Chen’s body. Under the light, the frenzied spiritual energy was indeed weakened. Traces 

of cool aura permeated Mu Chen’s body, alleviating the shock of the terrifying spiritual energy. At that 

moment, Mu Chen immediately seized the opportunity to activate his Super Power. 

Qi into Trinity! 

With a flash of light, black and white Mu Chens appeared beside him. They then stretched out their 

palms and placed them on Mu Chen’s shoulders as if forming a bridge. The raging spiritual energy in Mu 

Chen’s body began to pour into the two avatars. These two avatars were of the same source, so they 

had the ability to receive spiritual energy containing Immortality Sources. Otherwise, even if replaced by 

later-stage Divine Grades, they would not dare to absorb this spiritual power into their bodies. 

Boom! Boom! 

With two separate avatars to help share the pressure, the storming spiritual energy within Mu Chen was 

also beginning to slow down. Although the flesh was still in pain, it no longer exploded. 

Crystal light began to flow on the surface of Mu Chen’s body. Under the light, his blood and flesh were 

illuminated and finally turned into an ancient glaze-like color. Even his hair was transformed into a 

transparent color. In just a few moments, Mu Chen had transformed into a crystal figure, standing 

silently in the space. He emanated an indescribable pressure like an ancient Buddha. His body radiated 

an ancient charm, as though it had gone through eternity and immortality. 



Far away, Qing Yanjing, Maha Tian, the Great Nether Ancestor, and many other Heavenly Sovereigns 

were startled as they looked at this scene. No one thought that Mu Chen could actually succeed. 

“So, he used Qi into Trinity to share the power of the Primordial Immortal Body. Although it can last only 

for a short period of time, he did it…” 

“Now, he will be able to fight in the face of a later-stage Divine Grade.” 

They looked at each other, and in the end they could not help but exclaim in admiration. No wonder Mu 

Chen had dared to do it. It had long been planned, but the thought of his wit was astonishing. 

In the sky, Mu Chen slowly opened his eyes. His original dark eyes had also turned into a glazed crystal 

color that was filled with a profound aura more unfathomable than the starry sky. 

He tilted his head slightly and looked at the black and white Mu Chens on both sides of him. The two 

avatars at this time were also transformed into ancient glazed colors, but they were motionless. The 

strength inside him was too violent, and once there was action, it was very likely that they would be 

detonated. However, Mu Chen’s gaze twinkled as he glanced at the two avatars, because in the previous 

moment, he had a subtle feeling… That feeling… was the third boundary of the Qi into Trinity, the 

legendary Tri-God Level. 

Even the Heavenly Emperor had not touched this level. Mu Chen had been unable to do so, too, but 

when the Primordial Immortal Body’s forces were previously infused into the two avatars, the three 

seemed to touch something mysterious. 

Mu Chen pondered it, but temporarily dismissed it. He looked up, and his glazed eyes looked into the 

distance. Facing the Heavenly Sovereigns, Jiang Ya was like a ferocious tiger invading a flock of sheep. 

With a blow, the sovereigns spat blood and retreated, utterly defeated. 

But just as Jiang Ya was about to begin his massacre, his body suddenly stiffened. He had a feeling as 

though he had been targeted by a wild beast. This made him aware that if he moved even a little, he 

would be subjected to a destructive barrage of attacks. 

He looked up, and his black and purple eyes narrowed. When he saw Mu Chen radiating a crystal aura, 

his eyes narrowed as he perceived an indescribable sense of danger surging into his heart. Mu Chen’s 

present state had struck fear into him. 

Mu Chen stared at Jiang Ya, smirking. In the next moment, he vanished into thin air. Chills ran down 

Jiang Ya’s spine, and he shot away without any hesitation. Rolling black-purple spiritual energy swept 

out, turning into countless layers of defense, enveloping him within. 

Whoosh! 

Mu Chen’s figure appeared above Jiang Ya like a specter as he looked down indifferently at the 

numerous layers of defenses. Clenching his fist, he threw a punch. 

Crash! 

As the punch descended, the glazed crystal light frantically condensed as the whole sky seemed to 

collapse. The spiritual energy in the heavens and earth converged towards Mu Chen’s fist as the source 

point. It was as if his fist had turned into the blazing sun, brutally descending. 



Boom! Boom! Boom! 

As the fist of light descended, the numerous layers of defense were torn apart and crumbled. Jiang Ya 

shrieked in agony, summoning all his strength to withstand it. Countless evil runes appeared on his arm, 

a terrifying sight to behold. 

Dong! 

The glazed splendor of the sun fist descended and collided brutally with the demonic arm. Between 

heaven and earth, everyone stared at the situation anxiously. Even outside of the Northern Wilderness 

Hills, Qin Tian and the others, as well as the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor, glanced towards it. 

Boom! 

A loud sound reverberated as heaven and earth erupted. Everyone then saw that as the fist landed, the 

black-violet light collapsed as Jiang Ya’s demonic arm erupted. 

Ah! 

With a pained howl, Jiang Ya’s body flew backwards violently as it shot through the towering peaks, 

causing the mountain to collapse. His entire body was embedded in a huge mountain as blood gushed 

out. Half of his body was utterly shattered. 

Everyone gasped in horror. Maha Tian was especially appalled, apparently deterred by the horrendous 

power of Mu Chen’s punch. If he had had to defend against a punch like that and did not use the Maha 

Yin-Yang Vase, he would have been annihilated by that punch. 

“This fellow…” Maha Tian looked at the crystal figure in the sky, and the corners of his mouth twitched. 

Finally, he sighed helplessly, because he knew that in the face of Mu Chen growing stronger, there was 

no chance for the Maha Ancient Clan to reclaim the Primordial Immortal Body… 

Because this guy was approaching a legendary myth. And that myth was once the greatest sovereign in 

the Great Thousand World, the Immortal Emperor. 

The Great Ruler  
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As Mu Chen stood in the sky, he looked at Jiang Ya, who had been mounted on the side of the mountain, 

and saw that he was in a wretched state. His right arm had been completely smashed. 

However, Jiang Ya had a strong desire to live, and although he had been seriously injured, he was still 

clinging to life. Now and then, he would moan in pain. 

When the Heavenly Sovereigns in the Northern Wilderness Hill saw what had happened, they felt as 

though a burden had been lifted off of their shoulders. 

They all heaved huge sighs of relief, then looked at Mu Chen with fear and respect. After all, the blow 

that Mu Chen had thrown out earlier had reached the level of a later stage Divine Heavenly Sovereign 

level. 
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Among the Heavenly Sovereigns who were present, other than Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, 

and the Undying Lord, even the Clan Leaders and First Elders of the five ancient clans would have to tap 

into the power of their Clan Suppression Divine Artifacts in order to contend with Jiang Ya. 

At the other side of the battle field, those Heavenly Sovereigns who were surrounding the top powers of 

the Extraterritorial Race started to take control of the situation as well, as they outnumbered them. The 

Heavenly Sovereigns forced the top powers of the Extraterritorial Race into a corner, thus preventing 

them from getting close to the Northern Wilderness Hill. 

When Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and the Undying Lord saw that the situation was under 

control, they finally started to relax. 

When Saint Heaven Demon Emperor saw what had happened, his face darkened. 

“I have told you before that we cannot depend on these useless clans!” the Black Corpse Heaven Demon 

Emperor shouted at the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor. “After the battle, send the Evil Spirit Clan to my 

Corpse Devil Clan so that we can refine them.” 

The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor looked cold and ruthless as he replied, “The Evil Spirit Clan has 

promised us that they will accomplish the mission, and this is why we have allowed them to become 

part of our Extraterritorial Race. However, they did not seem able to enjoy such good fortune.” 

He then added, “As that is the case, let them contribute by helping our Extraterritorial Race win the 

battle.” 

The moment that the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor made his comments, he curled up his lips into a 

ruthless smile. He then formed a seal with one hand. 

When the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor had formed the seal, a black Demonic Rune appeared on Jiang 

Ya’s glabella. The Demonic Rune squirmed around, then pierced his head. 

The pain was excruciating, and Jiang Ya’s eyes were bloodshot. His body trembled and he had a fearful 

look on his face. Apparently, he knew exactly what was happening to him. 

“Jiang Ya, you and your clan members shall do your part, and I will remember the contribution that you 

made. After we have won the battle, I will remove your Evil Spirit Clan from your lowly position.” The 

Saint Heaven Demon Emperor’s voice resounded in Jiang Ya’s ears. 

Jiang Ya struggled for a while before he shut his eyes in despair. He knew that he was unable to fight 

back, as he was under the influence of the Demonic Seal of the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor. 

He could do nothing, as the Extraterritorial Race could easily kill their Evil Spirit Clan. So, for the sake of 

his clan members, he had to submit to them. 

“Lord Saint Demon, I hope that you will keep your promise,” Jiang Ya said. 

“I will.” After the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor responded, the Demonic Seal on Jiang Ya’s glabella 

squirmed around. It looked as though several Demonic Worms were around it. The worms then entered 

his eyes! 



In a short while, Jiang Ya’s eyes turned black. Then, he lost consciousness. At the same time, the other 

top powers of the Evil Spirit Clan suddenly froze as the same Demonic Seal appeared on their glabellas! 

Jiang Ya’s body left the side of the mountain, and as he floated away, he showed no signs of regaining 

consciousness. When Mu Chen saw this, he furrowed his brows and felt uneasy. A vast spiritual light 

gathered in his palms, and he was prepared to destroy Jiang Ya. 

But, just as Mu Chen was about to strike, numerous sounds rumbled behind him. At that moment, Mu 

Chen saw that the top powers of the Evil Spirit Clan were dashing toward Jiang Ya. They stopped beside 

Jiang Ya, then formed a circle around him by joining their hands together. 

“Everyone, let’s join forces and destroy them!” Mu Chen shouted to the other Heavenly Sovereigns, who 

had just rushed over to him. 

Mu Chen then took the lead and struck, throwing out a punch. As he did so, a Glazed Sun Fist Ray shot 

toward the top powers of the Evil Spirit Clan. 

Just as Mu Chen’s attack was about to reach them, several Demonic Runes pierced the flesh of the top 

powers of the Evil Spirit Clan. Their bodies were like balloons, which were expanding crazily. A horrifying 

fluctuation then began to exude from their bodies. 

“They intend to blow themselves up!” one of the Heavenly Sovereigns exclaimed. 

When all of the Heavenly Sovereigns saw the scene, they were frightened out of their wits. After all, the 

strength of these top powers of the Evil Spirit Clan was comparable to that of a Heavenly Sovereign, and 

even one of them, Jiang Ya, was a middle-level Divine Heavenly Sovereign! 

If all of them blew themselves up at the same time, the power of that explosion would be horrifying! 

Even a Divine Heavenly Sovereign at the later stage would need to take cover in the face of such a 

powerful force! 

Mu Chen was shocked to see that the top powers of the Evil Spirit Clan had lost their minds. But, before 

he could think on this any further, a terrifying Demonic Light shot out from the top powers of the Evil 

Spirit Clan, and all of them, including Jiang Ya, exploded together! 

A humongous Black Mushroom Cloud rose up and covered the area. A horrifying shockwave then raged 

out, causing Mu Chen and the rest to retreat quickly. They had suffered a crushing defeat! 

Swoosh! 

As the Mushroom Cloud was rising, a Demonic Light Stream came down from the heavens and blasted 

the ground, flattening the mountains. 

“Oh no!” When Mu Chen saw it, he was shocked. 

He saw that the Demonic Light Stream had torn the Spiritual Net apart, leaving a big hole in it. As the 

Demonic Light Stream raged out, it prevented the Spiritual Net from mending itself. 

Boom! Boom! 



The entire Northern Wilderness Hill started to quake again. Deep under the ground, a devilish sound 

was heard, and black Demonic Energy gathered at the spot where the hole of the Spiritual Net was 

located. 

“Quick! Activate the power of the array. The Heavenly Evil Deity is trying to escape!” Maha Tian, Great 

Nether Ancestor, and the rest shouted in unison when they saw this, and all of their faces turned pale. 

Then, several rays of majestic spiritual energy burst out and entered the array. A mottled Exterminate 

Demon Ancient Spear took shape again, and with a whoosh, it came down from the heavens and shot 

toward the Spiritual Net. 

Roar! 

A sharp demonic cry came from under the ground, while Demonic Smoke shot up into the sky. As the 

Demonic Smoke twirled around, it turned into a huge skull, which clashed against the Exterminate 

Demon Ancient Spear. 

Bang! 

There was a loud bang, after which, the area seemed to fall apart. The skull cracked, while the 

Exterminate Demon Ancient Spear turned transparent. Although it still shot deep into the ground, its 

effect had been weakened. 

“Eh? What is that?” Mu Chen’s face became grave when he saw what had happened. 

Suddenly, he saw blood gathering around the crack on the ground. Then, the blood started to flow into 

the crack. Moreover, a vast Demonic Energy started to exude from the blood. 

“This is the Blood Essence of the Extraterritorial Race! Crap! It appears that the top powers of the Evil 

Spirit Clan carry with them a large amount of the Extraterritorial Race’s Blood Essence!” Maha Tian 

shouted. “They are offering their blood to the Heavenly Evil Deity in order to help him regain some of his 

power!” 

Upon hearing this, Mu Chen’s face turned grave. He shot downward and opened his mouth. As he did 

so, purple flames swirled out of his mouth and turned into a sea of fire, which burned up the Blood 

Essence that had gathered around the crack. 

When Mu Chen struck, a pair of terrifying eyes that were deep inside the crack locked their gaze upon 

him. “I hate the smell of this worm! Get out of my sight, you little worm!” A sharp demonic cry came out 

from under the ground as a horrifying Demonic Energy swirled out. It then went directly through the 

void and hit Mu Chen! 

Bang! 

Mu Chen suffered a serious blow, which sent his body flying backward and caused blood to flow out of 

the corners of his mouth. He was shocked that he was unable to take the blow from the Demonic 

Energy, even at the state that he was in! 

Hoof. 



At that moment, a cold Demonic Wind swirled out and extinguished the purple flames. At the same 

time, it twirled up to capture the Blood Essence, then brought it into the ground. There seemed to be a 

huge dark mouth in it that swallowed up all of the Blood Essence in one big gulp! 

After the Heavenly Evil Deity swallowed the Blood Essence, the ground of the Northern Wilderness Hill 

quaked as though it would open up. 

“Increase the spiritual energy.! We must not let the Heavenly Evil Deity escape!” Maha Tian shouted. 

Suddenly, a huge Demonic Pillar shot up from the spot where the hole of the Spiritual Net was located. 

Then, an indescribable demonic power raged out from it. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Some of the Paulownia coffins on the square exploded at that moment, and the Heavenly Sovereigns, all 

of whom were sitting crossed-legged above them, were surrounded by the swirling Demonic Energy. 

Before they could even scream, their Blood Essence had been sucked away and they had disappeared 

into thin air. 

The Heavenly Sovereigns were shocked to see the Demonic Energy gathered in the Demonic Pillar, as 

well as a demonic shadow that was looming within it. The demonic shadow stood in the space, and 

although it was only a shadow, it had caused the sky to darken and its great might covered the entire 

area. From afar, the demonic shadow looked like the Devil of Destruction! 

As a demonic cry resounded in the area, the demonic shadow looked at the huge Great Thousand 

Exterminate Demon Array and laughed loudly. “Immortal Emperor, your 49,000 years of efforts have 

been wasted, as I am the one who has won this battle!” 

The Great Ruler  

Chapter 1530: The Evil Deity Came into the World 

The demon’s loud cry resounded in the area, and an earth-shattering windstorm swirled out. The wind 

and the clouds changed color, and there was darkness in the area. All the Heavenly Sovereigns in 

Northern Wilderness Hill were shocked, and they lifted up their heads. They looked at the shadow of the 

devil that was standing in the area, and great fear fell upon them. Even masters like Maha Tian and Qing 

Yanjing turned pale, and they had a fearful look on their faces. 

After all, they had heard of the Heavenly Evil Deity’s notoriety. During the Primordial Age, he had led the 

Extraterritorial Race to fight the Great Thousand World and had defeated them. If not for the Immortal 

Emperor who had stepped out to fight against the Heavenly Evil Deity, the Great Thousand World would 

have been destroyed… 

Back then, the Immortal Emperor had sacrificed his life in order to seal up the Heavenly Evil Deity. 

However, after 49,000 years, the Heavenly Evil Deity had managed to break through the seal at the 

crucial moment and come back to the world. 

“We still have three more Exterminate Demon Ancient Spears!” The Great Nether Ancestor said, 

shivering. He was not resigned to the outcome. As long as three more Exterminate Demon Ancient 

Spears went into the ground, the lifeforce of the Heavenly Evil Deity would be exterminated. At this 

crucial moment, their past efforts were about to go to waste. 
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The Heavenly Sovereigns started to moan, and their faces turned pale. “Are the heavens allowing our 

Great Thousand World to be destroyed?” 

Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and the Undying Lord sensed the horrifying Demonic Energy 

outside Northern Wilderness Hill, and their faces turned ghastly pale as well. 

The Undying Lord cried out as he looked up at the sky, shivering, “It has been 49,000 years! My 

Gravekeepers have been guarding over the Heavenly Evil Deity for 49,000 years, and all our past efforts 

have gone to waste!” 

He could not accept the outcome. They had only a few more hours to go. After all, the 99 Exterminate 

Demon Ancient Spears had been shot into the ground, and the bane of the Great Thousand World 

would be utterly destroyed. 

Now that the Heavenly Evil Deity had come back to the world, the Great Thousand World would not be 

able to stop him from destroying it! 

Qin Tian and the Green Shirt Sword Saint looked gloomy, and they felt helpless. Although they had tried 

their best, they had not expected the Extraterritorial Race to have done so much in preparation for this 

day… 

However, Qin Tian was not an ordinary person. He quickly suppressed his emotions, and his deep voice 

resounded in Northern Wilderness Hill, saying, “All of you listen up. Activate the Great Thousand 

Exterminate Demon Array and kill this demon. He has just escaped, and he is extremely weak now!” 

When the Heavenly Sovereigns, who had been at a loss earlier, heard what Qin Tian had said, they came 

to themselves. After looking at one another, they gritted their teeth, and vast spiritual energy surged 

out from their bodies and shot toward the Paulownia coffins. 

They had read from the Ancient Text and knew the horrifying power of the Heavenly Evil Deity. This day, 

they must not allow him to leave. Once he regained his strength, there would be another calamity in the 

Great Thousand World. 

Boom! Boom! 

After the Heavenly Sovereigns had activated the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array, several rays 

of ancient light intertwined with one another in the sky. They then turned into ancient runes and 

rotated in the sky, exuding a mysterious power. 

The huge Demonic Shadow stood within the Demonic Smoke and lifted up his head. His eyes were filled 

with disgust for the world, and when he looked at the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array in the 

sky, he let out an ear-piercing shout, saying, “Ha! The Immortal Emperor is no longer around. Do you 

think that you are able to seal me up with the array that he has left behind? Stop dreaming!” 

The Demonic Shadow cried out and shot up into the sky. The Demonic Energy around him twirled crazily 

and emitted a horrifying power. If even a Heavenly Sovereign had been twirled into it, he would have 

been killed instantly. 

Maha Tian and the rest shouted, “Stop him!” 

Buzz! Buzz! 



The ancient runes in the sky shot out under the control of the Heavenly Sovereigns. They pierced 

through the space and appeared around the Heavenly Evil Deity, who was trying to get out of Northern 

Wilderness Hill. 

The Heavenly Evil Deity shouted when he saw the ancient runes coming toward him, “Get out of my 

sight!” The vast Demonic Energy that could have easily killed a Heavenly Sovereign attacked the ancient 

runes. 

Buzz! Buzz! 

The ancient runes exuded dazzling light and formed a round Light Shield, covering the Heavenly Evil 

Deity’s Demonic Shadow within. 

Swish! Swish! 

When the Demonic Energy came into contact with the Light Shield, it let out swishing sounds. It was as 

though snow had come into contact with magma, and it dissipated in an instant. 

When Maha Tian, Qing Yanjing, and the rest saw the power of the Exterminate Demon Runes, they felt 

encouraged. The Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array was still effective against the Heavenly Evil 

Deity. 

Cold light flashed in the eyes of the huge Demonic Shadow, and he said in a petrifying voice, “Although I 

am now at my weakest, do you think that you can make me stay with these Exterminate Demon 

Runes?” 

“Destructive Dark Demonic Light!” A roaring sound rumbled in the area, and the Demonic Shadow 

opened his mouth. A vast Demonic Light about 300 meters long shot out of his mouth, and when it 

appeared, it tore the space apart. The spiritual energy dispersed as though it had encountered some 

horrifying object. 

The Demonic Light shot out and blasted the Light Shield in the sky. When the Demonic Light and the 

Light Shield collided, the Demonic Light released a strong fluctuation that caused the space to collapse. 

Everything seemed to slow down under the power of the Demonic Light. 

The ancient runes continued to release spiritual light to reinforce the Light Shield. They were doing their 

best to support the Light Shield, however, the Demonic Light was too destructive. A short while after the 

Demonic Light and the Light Shield collided, the Light Shield started to dim down, and the ancient runes 

started to break up. 

The Heavenly Evil Deity cried out, “Today, even if the Immortal Emperor were here, he would not be 

able to stop me!” The demonic power covered the area, and the Demonic Light shined more brightly. It 

exploded and pierced through the Light Shield. 

The Demonic Light was in front of the Heavenly Evil Deity’s Demonic Shadow, and they shot up into the 

sky and headed out of Northern Wilderness Hill. 

The Light Shield that was formed by the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array spread outside 

Northern Wilderness Hill. This was the last line of defense. Qin Tian, the Green Shirt Sword Saint, and 



the Undying Lord looked pale as they saw the huge Demonic Shadow coming toward them. If the 

Heavenly Evil Deity went past this last line of defense, he would be out in the world again. 

The three of them said with a determined look on their faces, “We must stop him. If he gets past this 

seal, no one will be able to stop him.” 

“Hahaha! Our Deity is out. Who are you to stop him!? Step aside!” Just as the three of them were about 

to strike, the sound of laughter was heard coming out of the void. The Saint Heaven Demon Emperor 

looked coldly at the three of them and waved his hand. He then led several clan leaders out and shot 

toward them. Suddenly, vast Demonic Energy swirled toward Qin Tian and the other two. 

Qin Tian and the other two had no choice but to stop going after the Heavenly Evil Emperor and counter 

the attacks of the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor and the clan leaders. 

Boom! Boom! 

At the same time, the Heavenly Evil Deity’s Demonic Shadow was already at the Exterminate Demon 

Light Shield. The Demonic Light shot out and hit the Light Shield, creating a powerful ripple effect. 

However, it did not break the Light Shield, and instead, started to dissipate. 

“If I had regained my strength, I could have smashed it with one blow. Even so, I am now just using up 

some of my Demonic Source,” the Heavenly Evil Deity said flatly and looked indifferently at the last layer 

of Light Shield that was in front of him. Having said that, black smoke emanated from the huge Demonic 

Shadow and gathered in front of him to form a black crystalized body. Although the black crystalized 

body was not outstanding, when it took shape, it exuded a horrifying fluctuation. After the Heavenly Evil 

Emperor had formed the black crystalized body, its huge Demonic Shadow shrank to half its original size, 

as it had used up much of its power. 

“Go!” The Demonic Shadow flicked his finger, and the black crystalized body flew out and brushed 

against the Light Shield. There was no loud explosion when the black crystalized body and the Light 

Shield came into contact with each other. The black crystalized body emitted black and devilish ripples… 

The ripples seemed to possess a mysterious force, and they started to spread out. The Light Shield, 

which had remained sturdy during the earlier attacks that the Saint Heaven Demon Emperor and the 

rest had thrown out, started to shake vigorously. As the Light Shield shook, it began to thin down. It was 

apparent that the black crystalized body was rapidly using up its energy as it kept shrinking. When it had 

shrunk to the size of a grain, the Light Shield dispersed into thin air. 

When everyone in Northern Wilderness Hill saw that the sky was no longer covered by the Light Shield, 

their faces turned ghastly pale. 

The Heavenly Evil Deity looked at the empty sky, and there were fluctuations in his eyes. He then turned 

around to look at Northern Wilderness Hill and said flatly, “Immortal Emperor, 49,000 years ago, you 

gave up your life to seal me up. This time around, who can save the Great Thousand World? I have told 

you before that the Great Thousand World belongs to me…” 

Having said that, the Heavenly Evil Deity shot out, and vast Demonic Energy swirled out of the empty 

space. Without the Great Thousand Exterminate Demon Array to suppress the Demonic Energy, vast 



Demonic Energy raged out crazily. At that instant, all the living things in the Great Thousand World felt a 

great fear falling upon them. 

The Heavenly Evil Deity had come into the world. 


